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ABSTRACT J1, ims been obsoived that, for eleraente with JV >  82 and Z  <  82, the 
fiiiifliinn 0.624Z) hah a  foguhii variation with mass num ber A , whore Q is the alpha dis­
integration energy T\'loV A plot of (Q— 0.624^5) vs. mass num ber A is found to yield a linear 
grnTih wliicli takes up the form (<i)—0 624.Z) =  —0 2 1 A —5 5. This equation has been utilised 
in ealeiilai ing the doeay energies ol alyiha em itters of the m edium-heavy oloments. The 
agroemenl, hetweon observed values and those ealeulutod with the help of this Ibrm ula lies 
within an average of [ 5 per rent.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
To the experimentalist engaged in the search for new alpha activities, a before­
hand knowledge of the decay energy of smili alpha emitters is a desirable thing 
Tins information together with a reasonable estimate of the half-lives of tJie im- 
knoAvn alpha cmiLters as can be deduced from Bothc equation [(if, iSegre (1959)] 
relating lialf-life T  to the decay energy E  and charge number Z, is quite useful and 
serves as a checkup on the discrepancies in experimental results
Betlie-Weizackcr (19116) scmi-emi)irical mass formula derived on tlie basis 
of tin; liquid droj) model of the iiudeus has been used by a number of workers 
in tile (‘.aleiilation of the alpha-decay energies.
Pryei‘ (1950) calculated the alpha-decay energies from Bctho-Weizsacker 
fonmila and found that for nuclei Z M, N  128, the difference between cx- 
jierimental and calculated values of the energy is a smoothly varying fiine.tion of 
the mass numher A and is expressed by the relation .
4 3
0 (o b s )-0  (calc) -  4 e -4 a (^ -2 1 0 .5 ) ( 1)
where e and a are constants and A is the mass number. Das (1950) has also cal­
culated the alpha-decay energies and showed that it satisfactorily described the 
observed trend m alpha-decay energies as a function of mass number.
Bethe—Weizacker mass formula has been refined by Stern (1949) who by 
adding a correction term could obtain more correct values of energies for nuclei
Z — 83, 84 and 85 ivith the help of B-W  formula after accounting for the Stern 
correction factor and found satisfactory results. Dubo and Singh (1945) have
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suggested other types of correction terms to the mass formula to close uj) the 
differences between the observed and calculated energy values.
Another Semi-ornpirical formula, which included among other refinementH, 
empirical corrections in binding energy due to shell effects has been presented b,y 
Cameron (11)57). Alpha—decay energies were calculated using this formula 
by Macfarlane (1959) for elements between »Sn and Pb and comx)ared with the 
values obtained from mass data and in a numbor of cases the disagreement between 
observed and calculated values is very large.
When the alpha decay energy of heavy elements was closely observe.d it was 
found that for mass numbers except in the neighboui hood of Z — S2 . where tlie 
closed shell effects come m, there exists a systematic dependence of the alpha 
decay energy on tlve number ol neutrons and iirotons. Koger (1955) has 
suggested a formula ■
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Q (in Mov) =  9 -
6 (i2)
102
6
for nuclei beyond Z — 84 and N — 128.
Utdising the same observation Varshni (1950) developed an emxmic.al relation 
rclatmg the number of protons and neutrons to the alpha decay eiieigy for heavy 
elements .
(in Mov) =  0 .4 iJ-1 .7 9 5 (A -1 3 2 )i-2 6 .2 0 8  ... (3)
for nuclei N  >  128.
Varshni found tliat the energies calculated with the hclj) of tliis formula agreed 
wutli the observed values to witlim an average ol ± 3 .6  jier cent lor tlie heavy 
elements.
Tn so far as it has been mentioned in the earlier paragraplis a brief outline has 
been given regarding the systematics of alxiha-decay energies in relation to the 
heavier elements. Prior to 1947 not much was known about alpha radioactive 
decay nuclides with mass numbers below 210. In the following years several 
investigations were reported in the rare earth region wdth light nuclides ol the 
elements from Cerium to Holmium (2/ =  58—67).
Using the same formula as proposed by Varshni, Hamaswaniy ( 19 -^ 6) lias 
redetermined the empirical constants and established a similar c(|uation for tlic 
rare earth alpha emitters :
Q =  0 .3 6 Z -1 .19 (A -82)i~ 17 .89  ... (4)
for N > H 2 ,  Z <  82.
The energies calculated with the help of this formula agreed wdth the observed 
values to within an average of ± 5 .3  percent for 15 nuclides in the rarre earth 
region.
More recently Varshni and Bhargava (1961) starting liom a different ajiproach 
have suggested another empirical formula valid for the region Z ^  84 and A ^  128.
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TABLE I
Nuolido 0 (obs)(Mev) (?(calc)(Mev) Q(obs)-Q(calc) Percentageerror
Nil
Sm
Eu
Gil
Tb
Dy
Ho
Hf
W(?)
Pt
63
G4
67
72
74
78
144 
147
145 
147
146
147
148
149
147
148
149
150 
1B2 
149 
161 
160
151 
162
163
164 
151 
162 
163
154
155 
174 
178 
190 
192
1.90
1.04
2 31
1 56 
2.62 
2.26 
2.22
1.90 
3.00 
3.27
3 10
2 80 
2.21 
4.08
3.56 
4.35 
4.20 
3.73
3.57
3.44 
4.60 
4.52
4.45 
4.23
4.05 
2 66 
3.16 
3.2 
2 66
1 70 
1.07 
2.11
1 69 
2.62 
2.31 
2.10
1.89 
2.94 
3 35 
3.14 
2.93 
2.51 
3.77
3 35
4 18 
3.97 
3.76 
3.65 
3.34 
4 59 
4 38 
4.17 
4.04 
3 75
2 88 
3.19 
3.27 
2.85
0 20 
0.03 
0.20 
0 13 
0.10 
0.05 
0.12
0.01
0.06 
0.08 
0 04 
0.13 
0.30 
0.31 
0.21 
0.17 
0.23 
0.03 
0.02 
0.10 
0.01 
0.14 
0.28 
0.19 
0.30 
0.32 
0,04 
0.07 
0.19
+ 10 0
-  2.8  
+  9.0 
-  8 0 
+ 3 8  
-  2.2  
+  6.4
+ 0 5  
+  2. 0  
-  2.1
-  1.3
-  4 6 
- J 3 .0  
+  6.0 
+  6 9  
+  3,9 
+  6.7
-  0.8 
H- 0 6 
+  3.0 
+  0. 2  
+ 3 1  
-I- 6 3
4 6 
+  7 4 
-1 2 .5
-  1.3
-  2 .2  
-  7.1
u—Ramaswamy (1956); b—^Nvinnia (1962); o—Taagepera and Nurmia (1961); d—Karras, 
M., (1960); o—Toth and Rasmussen (1960); f—Macfarlano and Griffioen (1961); g—Poraclien 
and Riezler (1953); h—Porschen and Riezlor (1966).
It has been shown that (^ —0.625Z) is a smooth I'unction of the mass number 
A, where Q is the alpha disintegration energy. A reasonable representation of 
the plot between {Q—0.G25Z) and mass number is incorporated in the analytical 
expression of the form .
(g -0 .6 2 5 Z ) = -3 6 4 .1 2 3 3  h0.8025944^H 6779G30/A^
for Z ^  84 and ^  128. ... l'5j
Using this formula, the agreement between observed and calculated values 
is within an average per cent error of i2 .4 5 .
H Ifi S U  L  T  S
In the present work an empirical lormula is presented for the alpha disinte­
gration energies for the medium-heavy elements. The formula is as lollows ;
Q (iiiMev) =  0 .6 2 4 Z -0 .2 1 A -5 .5  ... (6 )
for N >  H2, Z <  82,
where Q =  the disintegration energy in Mev,
A — the mass number,
Z =  the charge number.
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P ig , 1. Th e function (Q —0.624Z) vs. the mass number A ,
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This ]K derived h’om tlie simple eonsideratirjn tliat the fumdion (Q-0.624Z) 
has a regular variation -with mass number A showing that {Q —0.624Z) decreases 
in a Jincai lashion with increasing mass iiumlicr 1^ . A jilot ol the points betw een 
(^^-O.G24Z) and mass number A lor all availalile data between ^ ( i O  (Nd) 
and Z — 7H(rt) yields a straight line graph and is re,presented by an ecpiation of 
the form
{Q -0 .624Z ) --- -0.21^1- 5.5
Tlie data tiscfl and their sources are presented in Table 1. *
D I  S C U « S I  O N S
The average peu'-eent t'rror is -h4.6 The agreement between observed values 
and those (jalculated liy the present lormula can be consideied satislactory. 
Whereas the pieseiit formula works i(uite w'cll in th(‘ region of ran* earl li elements, 
its scope IS extended to mclude other medium—heavy elements like HP’b 
ni**" and P t‘«2.
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